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Fuga M

1  Deur Door Porte Tür  Antina

2  Keramisch glas Ceramic glass Verre en ceramique Keramisches Glas Vetro antina

3 Beluchtingsschuif Aeration slide Verrou de l’arrivée d’air Belüftungsriegel Presa d’aria inferiore

4 Voet  Base   Pied  Fuß  Piede

5 Convectiepijpjes Convection pipes Tuyaux en convection Konvektorröhrchen Canali convettivi

6 Convectieribben Convection fins Lamelles en convection Konvektorlamellen Lamelle convettive

7 Handgreep deur Door handle Poignée Türhandgriff Maniglia 

8 Hitteschild Smoke baffle plate Déflecteur Umlenkplatte Deflettore 
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Maatschetsen in mm 
Connection sizes in mm 
Mesures d’écarts standard en mm 
Anschlußmaße Holz in Mm 
Misure per l’allacciamento in mm 
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REGULATIONS  GB
Application

 liquid fuels.

Maintenance

 - Shut off the air supply and close the door of the stove immediately 
 - Call the fire brigade

 - Ventilate the house

Service

Declaration

Characteristics      Report

Description of the room heater Fuga M:
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Fuga M
We congratulate you on the purchase of your stove. This manual will inform you about the best way of using the stove and the art of 
keeping a perfect fire. Before using the stove, carefully read the text about breaking in the stove.
These heating instructions apply to the Fuga. They are merely intended as a guideline as your stove will behave differently according 
to the place where it is installed, simply because the conditions are different. The flue, the weather, the quality of the wood used and 
the climate conditions in the house determine your stove’s burning behaviour. In time you will develop your own directions for use, 
based on these heating instructions.

What you should know about the Fuga M

The three basic rules for proper burning are:

1. Use dry and clean wood. 

2. Do not temper the burning process excessively. 

3. Always make sure there is enough fresh air. 

fresh-air-supply system is used.

The fine heat from wood

neutral’.

Only dry wood is stove wood

soot the glass.

looks good as a garden partition or alongside the drive. With the user-friendly instruction you can put 

The Woodstocker. Getting firewood good and dry.
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Initial fire-up, a good start

 stove before firing it up.

 opening the aeration slide a bit.

 Also check inside the stove the space above the Skamol smoke baffle and steel smoke baffle. 

Initial fire-up in steps

you).

open.  

cool off for an hour so that the moisture in the 
firebrick can evaporate. Some liquid might 
come free from the ceramic fire-brick. There-

before firing-up.

logs catch fire.

ajar.

4. Stir up the fire off and on by setting the 
door ajar for just a moment each time.

2. Light a large ball of dry paper against the 

this fire to go out again.
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How to use the Fuga M

supply by pulling it out completely 

varying in thickness from 5 to 7 cm. The 
amount depends on the heat required. Stack 
lightly. Do not add more than 3 to 4 logs at a 
time.

4. Place 4 thicker logs on the bottom of the 

Stack lightly so that the flame can easily take 

stove using a firelighter or some paper. Main-

also keep the flue cleaner.

2. Put 2 slightly larger logs on the bottom of 

of it. Stack lightly so that the flame can take 

fire in order to obtain a good draught and a 

also keep the flue cleaner.

The power of fire

consideration.

A few tips

 unattended.  

Preferred order of wood thicknesses to be used when you start burning the stove.
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Maintenance
Maintenance enamelled parts

Maintenance parts of stainless steel

Maintenance ceramic firebricks

Maintenance glass

Dust the stove using a non-fibrous cloth. 

Remove specks using a soft cloth. Treat them 

soft cloth.

parts.

Remove the heat shield.
Lift it slightly up and tilt it. 

contact your supplier.

-
sive cloth and the special Harrie Leenders 
stove paint. Ask you supplier for advice.

root and close the aeration slide and the door.

the stove and place the heat shield back.

Maintenance moving parts

Collecting soot when sweeping the chimney
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Specifications Fuga M 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FUGA M

Min. 450

Min. 450

Min. 370

Min. 450
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General instructions and regulations
 by Harrie Leenders Haardkachels.

Safety recommendations

 Also check inside the stove the space above the Skamol smoke baffle and steel smoke baffle. 

Materials and tools required

 1 spare)

1. Transportation

 hand truck for protection.

2.  Ceiling or wall connector

 provided.

handtruck

packaging)

styrofoam

A

A
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5. Level the stove 6.  Installing the smoke outlet

3. Base ventilation

 around the base seals the 6 air holes.

4. Placing the stove

 photo 2) 

 Make sure that you don’t damage the floor.

A

B
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7. Connection ring

 margin because of the heath dilatation.

8. Turnable.....?

o

A. Smoke baffle plate

B. Fire bricks


